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A thermo-mechanical finite element model is developed to determine the
temperature history and residual stresses in a Cu-H13 thin-walled plate deposited by the
Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENSTM) process. The same model is also applied to a
H13-H13 sample to compare the results. The input laser power is adjusted to maintain a
steady molten pool size and depth. For a constant scanning speed the laser power
decreases with the addition of more layers, and with the increase of scanning speed the
laser power needs to be increased. The Z-component of residual stresses is greater than
the other components, and is compressive near the center of the wall and tensile at the
free edges. The residual stress levels near the free edges are higher in the H13-H13
sample than in the Cu-H13 sample. In these regions, the use of unidirectional scanning
results in a higher stress accumulation than the alternating scanning.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background and Motivation
AISI H13 tool steel is a commonly used material for molds and dies having good

mechanical properties, like high resistance to thermal fatigue, good dimensional stability,
and favorable wear resistance capability. However, the low thermal conductivity () of
H13 tool steel ( = 25 W/m-K at operating temperature 400°C [1]) is a major limitation
that causes low rate of heat removal from molds and dies. One possible means to
overcome this limitation is to additively clad H13 tool steel layers on a solid copper (Cu)
substrate. Bimetallic parts produced by coating H13 tool steel on a copper ( =
378 W/m-K at 400°C [2]) core will have good thermal properties in addition to the high
structural strength of H13 tool steel, and hence can be extensively used for die-casting
dies [3] and injection molds [4]. The improved thermal properties of such molds and dies
will allow a faster rate of heat removal, and thus reducing cycle time and increasing
production rate that, in turn, will reduce production costs.
The Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENSTM) process can be used to deposit both
similar and dissimilar materials, and has potential applications in producing bimetallic
tools and in repairing tools. The tool and die industry would like to harness this
advantage to fabricate molds with functionally graded compositions in order to improve
mold performance in terms of heat removal rate.
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Accumulation of residual stress, caused by thermal stress due to non-uniform
temperature change during the laser deposition of material [5] imposes some serious
limitations to the practical use of LENS™ process, as it causes part deformations and/or
micro cracks [6]. Significant differences in the thermo-physical properties of H13 tool
steel and Cu make the LENS™ deposited part to be more susceptible to solidification
cracking, especially at the interface between the Cu substrate and the first layer of H13
tool steel. Mechanical properties are dependent upon the microstructure of the material,
which in turn is a function of the thermal history and phase transformation during the
deposition. Therefore, an understanding of the complex thermal behavior of bimetallic
parts during LENS™ deposition is necessary to determine the effects of process
parameters on the residual stress and thus to reduce/eliminate solidification cracking
through optimization of the process parameters, such as laser power and scanning speed.
1.2

Description of the LENS™ Process
LENS™ is a direct metal deposition (DMD) type [7-10] rapid fabrication process

that builds fully dense, near-net-shaped three-dimensional (3D) metallic parts using a
computer aided design (CAD) drawing. In this process, parts are constructed by focusing
a laser beam onto the deposition region, where streams of metallic powder are
simultaneously injected by the co-axial nozzles under computer guidance [11]. The
LENS™ fabrication technique was developed by Sandia National Laboratories in the late
90’s. It is gaining popularity as a rapid prototyping and repair technology because of its
cost saving potentials and high cooling rates in the deposited material leading to fine
microstructures similar to those observed in rapid solidification [12-14].

2

A typical LENS™ system consists of four parts: a laser, a controlled-atmosphere
glove box, a 3D computer-controlled positioning system, and several powder-feed units.
A schematic of LENS™ process is shown in Figure 1.1 [15]. A focused laser beam
creates a molten pool at the top surface in which powder particles are simultaneously fed.
The substrate moves beneath the laser beam under computer guidance to deposit a thin
cross section, creating the desired geometry for each layer. Starting from the bottom of
the part, one layer is produced at a time. After deposition of each layer, the powder
feeding nozzle and laser beam assembly moves in the positive Z-direction, thereby
building a 3D component layer additively.

Figure 1.1

A schematic of the LENS™ process [15]

Various alloys have been used in the LENS™ process, such as, stainless steel,
tool steel, nickel-based alloys, and titanium alloys. LENS™ has several advantages over
the traditional metal processing, including low cost and time saving, enhanced design
3

flexibility and automation, and superior material properties. The main distinct
applications of LENS™ technology include applying metal to existing parts and repairing
worn or broken parts, fabricating 3D product with thin section or depth-to-diameter
aspect ratios, and making solid parts with complex internal and external features near to
net shape.
1.3

Research Objectives
Solidification cracking represents a significant scientific and technical challenge

in the rapid fabrication of bimetallic parts involving Cu and H13 tool steel. The main
cause of the cracking formation is attributed to the residual stress accumulation, which
depends on the thermal history and phase transformation during the deposition [5, 6]. So
the objective of this study is to develop a 3D thermo-mechanical finite element (FE)
model to simulate the temperature history and residual stress in a Cu-H13 sample (H13
tool steel powder on a solid Cu substrate) deposited by the LENS™ process. The same
model is also to be applied to a H13-H13 sample (H13 tool steel powder on a solid H13
tool steel substrate) in order to verify and compare the results.
1.4

Structure of the Thesis
Chapter II presents the literature review on thermal and mechanical studies of

parts fabricated using the LENS™ process as well as other rapid prototyping techniques.
Chapter III presents the development of the 3D thermo-mechanical finite element model
to simulate the temperature history and residual stress in a Cu-H13 sample. Chapter IV
presents the findings of this study and the related discussions. The obtained simulation
results are compared with the available experimental results from literature. Chapter V
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summarizes the work performed in this research, and presents conclusions and
recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Thermal Behavior During the LENS™ Process
Due to the complexity in thermal behavior of deposited materials, the LENS™

process is not yet fully understood. Kurz [16], Kelly and Kampe [17], Colaco and Vilar
[18, 19] have shown that the microstructure and mechanical properties of materials
obtained with the LENS™ process partly depend on the solid-state transformations
during cooling down to room temperature. However, the transformations are mainly
driven by the consecutive thermal cycles during the LENS™ process when the laser
beam moves along the part surface line by line and layer by layer. Therefore, it is critical
to understand the local thermal cycles and temperature history in order to predict the solid
phase transformations and thus the final microstructure in the part. Many experimental
and computational works have been done to characterize the thermal behavior during
LENS™ deposition.
2.1.1

Thermocouple Measurement of Temperature
A relatively easy way to obtain a thermal signature during processing is by

inserting thermocouples directly into the sample during fabrication. Griffith et al. [10, 15,
20] fabricated hollow, single-pass-width wide shell boxes with equal side lengths of
62.5 mm from H13 tool steel with varying laser powers and traverse velocities. Next,
they fabricated solid rectangular samples (X = Y = 0.5 in, Z = 2 in) out of stainless steel
316 (SS316) using a variety of powers, traverse velocities, and fill spacing (layer
6

thickness). A fine diameter (10 μm) Type C thermocouple bead was inserted into the
deposition zone for accurate temperature measurements during the LENS™ fabrication.
The in-situ temperature readings from a representative thermocouple inserted during the
LENS™ fabrication of a shell box are shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1

In-situ temperature readings from a representative thermocouple inserted
during the LENS™ fabrication of a H13 tool steel shell box [15]

Some researchers used K-type thermocouples for the temperature measurements
during LENS™ deposition. Pinkertona [21] placed K-type thermocouples on the side
surface of the uppermost deposited track. In an experimental study, Peyre et al. [22] spot
welded 0.2 mm diameter type-K thermocouples at different locations in the substrate, as
close as possible (0.5 – 4.0 mm) to the manufactured wall, to record the temperature
versus time data.
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2.1.2

Non-invasive Thermal Imaging
Hofmeister et al. [23] used a digital 64×64 pixel CCD (charge-coupled device)

video camera with thermal imaging techniques to study the molten pool during the
LENS™ processing of AISI 316 stainless steel. The thermal-imaging camera views the
sample through a CaF viewpoint in the front of the LENS™ glove box. This camera
digitizes monochrome images to 12-bits and passes the frame data to a personal computer
for storage and processing. A telephoto LENS™ and broad band-pass filter centered at
650 nm were used in the image path. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.2. The
molten pool size was analyzed from the thermal images and the corresponding
temperature gradients and cooling rates, as shown in Figure 2.3. Griffith et al. [15, 20]
and Hu et al. [24] conducted similar experiments with 320×244 and 128×128 pixel CCD
camera, respectively.

Figure 2.2

A schematic of the thermal imaging experimental setup for LENS™ [23]

Peyre et al. [22] and Han et al. [25] used high speed CMOS (complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor) camera (Fastcam Photron) to capture the thermal image. The
CMOS camera has the capability to measure the melt pool and adjacent region
8

simultaneously and their evolution with incremental layers. Compared to the typical CCD
camera, the CMOS camera converts the light intensity to voltage in a logarithmic manner
expanding the measurement range. This feature allows the CMOS camera to work
efficiently for a strong light intensity as occur in the laser material processing.

Figure 2.3

(a) Thermal image of a line build, with corresponding (b) temperature
distribution and (c) cooling rate along the yellow cursor [23]
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2.1.3

Heat Transfer Simulation
In the past, many numerical models had been developed to predict the thermal

behavior of materials deposited in the LENS™ process. Kelly and Kampe [17] developed
a 2D thermal model to calculate the transient temperature distribution as a result of
multiple layer depositions of the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V during a single-line build.
They used an implicit (backward difference) finite difference scheme to numerically
solve the 2D transient heat conduction equation and the software package Mathematica to
program the thermal model.
Hofmeister et al. [23] offered some limited FE calculations in order to model the
deposition of a single-pass AISI 316 thin plate. The group modeled the laser melting of
AISI 316 as a moving boundary problem for which the solid/liquid interface follows the
moving heat source across the surface being deposited. The boundary value problem was
solved using a computationally expensive method that involved the storage of all
calculated data at the end of each time increment followed by the updating of all
boundary conditions at the beginning of the subsequent time increment [26]. The
deposition of new material was simulated with an “element birthing” technique, in which
new elements were introduced into the domain at a specified initial temperature. This
method has also been termed “element activation” and has been previously used to model
multi-pass welding [27]. The domain represented a plate 25.4 mm wide and 76.2 mm tall
composed of layers one element in thickness. The elements were assigned thermal
material properties for a generalized stainless steel. Each new element was introduced
into the domain at an initial temperature of T = 1377°C (AISI 316 melting point) or T =
1627°C (case of superheating) to represent the laser heat source. The only heat transfer
mode considered was conduction through the substrate. The results showed a steep
10

temperature gradient near the molten pool which levels to a steady state condition further
from the pool. These results are in agreement with measured temperature data, such as
that shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4

Temperature distributions from the center of the molten pool along the
direction of translation for several different laser power as measured by
Hofmeister et al. [23]

Wang and Felicelli [11] predicted the temperature distribution during the
deposition of AISI 316 stainless steel as a function of time and process parameters, by
developing a 2D thermal model with one layer of deposition. In another study, Wang and
Felicelli [28] developed a 3D coupled thermo-metallurgical FE model to compute the
temperature distribution and solid-phase transformation in a thin-walled structure of AISI
410 stainless steel (SS410) deposited in the LENS™ process. The structure was built by
overlapping ten single tracks of material, each with a length of 10.0 mm, a thickness of
0.5 mm, and a width of 1.0 mm. The plate was fabricated on the surface of a
11

20  10  5 mm3 substrate. Figure 2.5 shows the geometry and the FE mesh. The model
was developed using the commercial software package SYSWELD, considering the laser
beam as a Gaussian distribution of heat flux from a moving heat source with conical
shape. They calibrated the nominal laser power by matching the thermal profile
surrounding the molten pool with the experimental data of Hofmeister et al. [23].

Figure 2.5

Finite element mesh and geometry to simulate the LENS™ process for a
10-layer plate [28]

The deposition was modeled with a dummy material method for element
activation that uses three different types of materials. A graphical representation of the
different material types is shown in Figure 2.6. The first material, M1, was used for the
substrate and the elements of already deposited layers having the actual thermal and
metallurgical properties of SS410. The second material, M2, was used for elements of
not-yet-deposited layers having dummy low values of the thermal properties. A third type
12

of material, M3, was used for the being-deposited elements whose thermal properties
were changed from dummy low values to the actual properties of SS410, once they reach
the austenization temperature, so that they can heat up.

Figure 2.6

Schematic illustration of dummy material method for the element
activation. M1: deposited layers and substrate; M2: layers to be deposited;
M3: layer being deposited [28]

Wang and Felicelli [28] adjusted the laser power to achieve a steady predicted
molten pool size and temperature distribution surrounding the molten pool during the
LENS™ process. The molten pool size was determined by the melting temperature of
SS410 (1450°C). At the beginning of each pass, a higher laser power was applied in order
to fully melt the powder, while a lower laser power was used near the end of each pass.
Figure 2.7 shows the nominal laser power used for each pass at different traverse speeds.
The authors showed that a higher traverse speed reduced the proportion of tempered
martensite and resulted in more uniform microstructure and hardness distribution in the
13

plate. At higher traverse speed most of the part remained at temperatures higher than the
martensite start temperature through the process, before it cooled down to room
temperature after the deposition was finished. They also mentioned that enough laser
power was required for high traverse speeds in order to completely melt the powder and
obtain a dense material.

Figure 2.7

Predicted laser power distribution at each pass for different laser travel
speed [28]

The molten pool size has been identified as a critical parameter for maintaining
optimal build conditions [29]. The effects of the laser-processing parameters (laser power
and scanning speed) on the molten pool size have been investigated both by experiments
[30] and modeling [31]. Wang et al. [32] conducted numerical simulations to optimize
the process parameters for steady molten pool size, using the model developed in
Reference [28]. The group used the temperature dependent material properties of SS410
14

and a continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram to incorporate the metallurgical
transformations with respect to the thermal behavior. The laser power and travel speed
were optimized in order to achieve a pre-defined molten pool size for each layer. They
performed calculations only for the deposition of the top layer (the 10th layer), using the
experimental temperature data of Reference [23] as initial conditions for the previously
built layers. Figure 2.8 shows the comparisons of measured and predicted temperature
profile and cooling rate for the top surface of the part, from the center of the molten pool
along the travel direction. The group found that, after an initial transient due to the cold
substrate, the dependency of required laser power with layer number was approximately
linear, with similar decrease rates for all travel speeds analyzed. The laser power needed
to be increased with translational velocity in order to maintain the same pool size.
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Figure 2.8

2.2

Comparisons of measured and predicted (a) temperature profile and (b)
cooling rate for the top surface of the thin wall, from the center of the
molten pool along the travel direction [32]

Residual Stresses in the LENS™ Process
Residual stresses have previously been determined on the surface of LENS™

parts by laser holography [10]. The measurements revealed stresses at some locations
with magnitudes that were about 75% of the yield strength of the material. However,
holography only has a depth resolution of 0.75 mm, and it is critical to know the stress
state throughout the material. Alternatively, incremental hole-drilling or X-ray diffraction
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techniques could also be used to determine stress profiles near to the surface and at
depths from the surface. In both of these techniques, which are extremely well developed,
certain issues do require attention. When hole-drilling is used, if the stresses are greater
than one-third of the yield strength of the material, the error introduced due to local
plastic yielding during metal removal can be significant in the calculated stresses [33]. In
addition, if the material surrounding the drill work hardens, this would add another level
of complexity to the calculation of stresses, and errors of 50 – 100 MPa are reported [33].
Conventional or traditional X-ray diffraction [34] or high-energy Synchrotron
radiation techniques [35] can also be used to measure residual stresses non-destructively.
When using conventional X-ray diffraction techniques, because of the limited depth of
penetration (3 – 10 m) of the X-ray beam, based on the use of standard copper,
chromium or cobalt targets, only residual stresses along the surface region can be
determined accurately.
Rangaswamy et al. [9] measured residual stresses in a LENS™ deposited thin
plate (25.4  1.5  90 mm3) made of stainless steel AISI 316, using the neutron
diffraction method. The neutron data was collected at several points methodically
distributed within the geometry of the samples, as shown in Figure 2.9, to provide a map
of the stress distribution.
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Figure 2.9

Distribution of gauge volumes for neutron diffraction measurement of
residual stresses within LENS™ thin plate of AISI 316 [9]

The intersection of the incident and diffracted beams formed a gauge volume of
1  1  2 mm3 over which the strain is averaged. The group calculated the axial
components of residual stress from the three components of elastic strain (X, Y, and Z)
with Hooke’s law. Each stress component was then plotted against position within the
plate; along a vertical centerline in growth direction (Z-direction) and along a horizontal
centerline parallel to the width (Y-direction). These plots are shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10

X, Y and Z components of stresses along centerlines of AISI 316 thin plate
in (a) Z-direction and (b) Y-direction from Reference [9]

The results (Figure 2.10) showed that the Z-component of stresses dominated the
stress state within the plate, which was largely compressive close to the center of the
sample. Along the vertical centerline, the Z-component of stresses decreased significantly
near the top surface of the plate, while the Y-component was non-zero at this location. At
the other end, closer to the substrate, the Z-component sharply increased, while the other
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two components were nonzero. Rangaswamy et al. [9] attributed the complex stress state
at this location to reaction forces from the substrate and martensitic transformation in the
lower deposited layers. Along the horizontal centerline (Figure 2.9), the Z-component
stresses (Figure 2.10) were compressive near the center and tensile near the edges. The
other two stress components were compressive on one end of the centerline and tensile on
the other. All stress components appeared, though, to be balanced to an equilibrium state.
Pratt et al. [36] investigated the effect of scanning speed and laser power on the
residual stress level of AISI 410 thin wall plates in the LENS™ process. They used both
experiments (neutron diffraction) and simulations in their study. They produced seven
thin-walled plates of 25 layers using different laser power, traverse speed and powder
flow rate. A total of 11 locations symmetrically arranged along the horizontal and vertical
centerlines of the plates were selected, as shown in Figure 2.11, for neutron data
collection. Initial findings showed that the magnitude of the stress in the Z-direction was
greater than the other two components. Figure 2.12 shows the stress components X, Y,
and Z of sample 4 plotted against position along the plate Z-axis and Y-axis in the center
of the part, where the free end is the last deposited layer (i.e., the top surface of the plate).
Based upon these findings the subsequent analysis focused exclusively on the strain and
stress in the Z-direction for all seven samples.
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Figure 2.11

Data sampling points within AISI 410 LENS™ plates [36]
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Figurre 2.12
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0.5 mm, and a width of 1.0 mm. The plate was fabricated on the surface of a
4  10  1 mm3 substrate. The model configuration was chosen smaller than the actual
plates to save a considerable amount of computational time. The model was based on the
thermal model presented in References [28, 32], and the mechanical model uses an
additive constitutive relation for strains due to elastic, thermal, and plastic deformation,
including transformation-induced plasticity.

Figure 2.13

Geometry and meshing of thin plate and substrate used for the
thermomechanical model [36]

Afterwards, Pratt et al. [36] plotted the simulated residual stresses against position
along the laser travel direction (Y-direction) for the third deposited layer and along the
vertical (Z-direction) center line of the plate measured from the free end toward the
substrate. In the horizontal direction (Y-direction), a compressive normal stress in the
center region of the plate was observed, shifting to tensile or less compressive values near
the side edges. Along the vertical direction (Z-direction), the compressive magnitude of
the stress found to be increasing with distance from the top free end (i.e., top surface of
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the wall) and become less compressive at locations close to the substrate. A qualitative
comparison between simulated results and measured data is given in Figure 2.14. The
simulated profiles for both the horizontal direction (laser travel direction) and vertical
direction (growth direction) agreed rather well with the measured data corresponding to a
laser power of 300 W (sample 3), which was close to the average value of 285 W used in
the simulations through the optimized laser power program.
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Figurre 2.14
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solidification cracking. Copper has been shown by several researchers to promote
solidification cracking/hot cracking in steel [37-39]. Solidification cracking is a function
of the solidification temperature range and the amount of terminal liquid, both of which
are controlled by the nominal composition and solidification conditions [40].
Noecker and Dupont [40] fabricated a wide range of steel–Cu deposits, from
approximately 3 to 97 wt% Cu, using gas tungsten arc welding with a cold wire feed to
determine the compositional cracking range of Cu in steel. A material system consisting
of SAE 1013 steel and commercially pure deoxidized Cu were chosen to simplify the
analysis while producing results representative of the solidification behavior of tool steel
and Cu. The deposit composition was varied by changing the wire feed speed, from
approximately 2 mm/s to 76 mm/s, while all other processing parameters remained
constant. Figure 2.15 shows a micrograph of a 3.5 wt% Cu deposit obtained using light
optical microscopy (LOM). This deposit was crack free and remnants of the cellular
solidification microstructure are apparent with bainite or martensite forming by solid
state transformation due to the rapid cooling rate. As the copper concentration in the
deposit increases, the microstructure changes from cellular to columnar dendritic. Figure
2.16 contains a micrograph of a 17.0 wt% Cu deposit. Cracking is observed along Cu rich
regions of the deposit. The findings showed that deposits with compositions ranging from
5.4 to 43.3 wt% Cu were crack susceptible, while compositions above 51.5 wt% and
below 4.7 wt% Cu were crack free.
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Figurre 2.15
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image. The cross sections along the specimens indicated the presence of pores in all
formed alloys. Cracks were strongly present in the 12.5, 25 and 37.5 wt% Cu blends.
These cracks could have been formed due to the high cooling rate achieved by the Cu
addition to the H13 tool steel. The formation of the cracks was found to be similar to the
cracks in laser welded parts. Figure 2.18 shows the cracks and porosity for the
H13+12.5% Cu (w/w) region. The cross section of the specimens showed relatively low
porosity. The porosity level was measured and found to be 2.35% at pure H13 tool steel
region. In the region of H13+25% Cu (w/w) and H13+50% Cu (w/w) the level of
porosity increased tremendously to 2.89 and 6.80% respectively. However, the
percentages of porosity found in these specimens were considered to be low compared to
the conventional powder metallurgy.

Figure 2.17

The overall view of a specimen (top) and the longitudinal cross-section of
fused part with various H13/Cu mixtures (bottom) from Reference [41]
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Figure 2.18

Cracks and pores in the H13+12.5 % Cu (w/w) section [41]

With the higher percentages of Cu a two phase material was characterized,
especially in the 50 wt% Cu region. Figure 2.19 shows a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) picture where the two phase material was clearly perceptible in the 50 wt% Cu
region. Part of the Cu segregated forming isolated areas of Cu. The other part of the Cu
was found in the interdendrite spaces of the other regions. Spherical structures of the H13
tool steel and Cu could be found dispersed inside pure Cu region. Beal et al. [41]
performed X-ray diffraction analysis to show that these particles were not from non-fused
H13 tool steel particles and contained approximately 23 wt% of Cu. In another study
Beal et al. [4] used the response surface method to optimize the process parameters to
reduce cracks and porosity in the region of H13+12.5% Cu (w/w) composition.
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Figure 2.19

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of H13+50 wt% Cu region
(mag. 500 X) from Reference [41]

Al-Jamal et al. [42] investigated the characteristics of bonds in parts produced
from Cu and H13 tool steel powder using the selective laser melting technique. In one
sample they melted several layers of Cu on a H13 tool steel substrate, denoted as Cu-onH13, to create a surface interface. An SEM image of the cross-section of this surface
interface is shown in Figure 2.20. Some grey specks were observed in the area between
the fusion line and the dashed line indicating that the interface contained H13 from the
substrate. The bottom right corner of Figure 2.20 shows evidence of Cu precipitating into
the H13 tool steel substrate. The group then examined the surface interface between
melted H13 tool steel layers on a Cu substrate, denoted as H13-on-Cu. Figure 2.21 shows
an SEM image of the cross-section of the H13-on-Cu sample. The H13-on-Cu sample
produced much smaller depressions in the substrate than those in the case of Cu-on-H13
sample. The authors attributed this to the use lower laser peak power for H13-on-Cu
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sample, which was only 40% of that used in the case of Cu-on-H13. The reduced energy
penetrated into the Cu substrate to a smaller depth. A good bonding at the surface
interface was reported for both these samples.

Figure 2.20

An SEM image of the cross-section of a surface interface for melted Cu on
H13 tool steel substrate [42]

Figure 2.21

An SEM image of the cross-section of a surface interface for melted H13
tool steel on Cu substrate [42]
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H13 tool steel and Cu are only partially soluble even in the liquid state and they
have very different optimal laser processing parameters [43]. The melting point of pure
Cu is 1083C, which is significantly lower than that of H13 tool steel, which melts over
the temperature range 1370–1460C. When processed together, the interactions between
Cu and H13 tool steel must be considered and it is necessary to simplify the system [43],
as phase diagrams are not available for H13–Cu.
Pogson et al. [43] employed the direct metal laser remelting (DMLR) of mixed
powders of Cu and H13 tool steel to determine the problems associated with the
production of tools steel components with either discrete copper regions or containing
graded structures. They performed microstructural and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
of the fused materials, which revealed the presence of copper regions within the tool steel
leading to hot shortness (a form of solidification cracking). The optical micrographs, as
shown in Figure 2.22 revealed the presence of two distinct regions within each melt bead,
one Cu-rich and the other Fe-rich. With the low-copper, 25% Cu–75% H13, specimen the
copper-rich material was observed as a lighter thin layer around the melt beads. However,
as the copper content was increased (75% Cu–25% H13) and the copper-rich phase
became dominant, the iron-rich phase was not displaced to the outside of the melt bead,
but was found as discrete regions within the copper-rich matrix.
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Figure 2.22

Optical images of cross-sectioned samples with compositions (a) 25%
Cu+75% H13, (b) 50% Cu+50% H13 and (c) 75% Cu+25% H13 (w/w)
from Reference [43]

Pogson et al. [43] discussed the detrimental effect of copper on the processing of
H13 tool steel. Figure 2.23 shows an optical micrograph of cracking in a sample of
H13+25% Cu (w/w) fabricated using the DMLR process with a laser scanning speed of
175 mm/s. The component cracked on cooling, and the reason of cracking was attributed
to hot tearing caused by the formation of Cu-rich regions. Although, these cracks or tears
were not observed with the other builds, they showed some of the problems that may
occur during commercial use.
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Figure 2.23

Optical micrograph of cracking in a sample of H13+25 wt% Cu (scanning
speed 175 mm/s) from Reference [43]
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CHAPTER III
THERMO-MECHANICAL MODEL FOR THE LENS™ PROCESS
3.1

Overview
It is critical to understand the local thermal cycles and temperature history during

LENS™ process since it partly determines the final microstructure and thus the
mechanical properties of the fabricated parts. Thermal behavior in bimetallic components
is very complex due to the possible mismatch in the thermo-physical properties of two
different materials. Numerical simulation methods have the potential to provide detailed
information of the thermal behavior and many simulation studies on the thermal behavior
in the LENS™ process have been conducted [11, 23, 26, 28, 32, 36, 44, 45].
Non-uniform temperature changes during the LENS™ process causes thermal
stresses that results in accumulation of residual stresses in the final cooled parts. The
residual stresses in the LENS™ fabricated parts can be predicted by developing a
numerical model based on the results obtained from the thermal model as the input
conditions. Several researchers [36, 44] have used mechanical models, in addition to
thermal models, to numerically compute the hardness and residual stresses in laser
deposited parts.
However, no numerical modeling or simulation, either thermal or thermomechanical, has yet been done for the LENS™ deposition of bimetallic components
involving H13 tool steel and Cu. In this chapter, a 3D thermo-mechanical FE model is
developed to simulate the temperature history and residual stress in a Cu-H13 sample
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(H13 tool steel powder on a solid Cu substrate) and a H13-H13 sample (H13 tool steel
powder on a solid H13 tool steel substrate) deposited by the LENS™ process. The
development of the model is carried out using the SYSWELD software package [46-48],
considering the laser beam as a Gaussian distribution of heat flux from a moving heat
source with conical shape. The metallurgical transformations are taken into account using
the temperature dependent material properties and the continuous cooling transformation
(CCT) diagram. The temperature dependent material properties are shown in Table 3.1
[1, 2, 49, 50] and Table 3.2, and the CCT diagram is available within the SYSWELD
library. The modulus of strain hardening of H13 tool steel is approximated with that of
AISI 410 stainless steel available in the SYSWELD database.
Table 3.1

Temperature dependent material properties

Temperature (°C)
Thermal
Copper
conductivity
AISI H13
(W/m-K)
Specific heat
(J/kg-K)
Density (kg/m3)
Coefficient of
thermal
expansion
(µm/m-K)
Modulus of
elasticity (GPa)
Yield stress
(MPa)
Poisson's ratio
Modulus of strain
hardening (MPa)

20

100

200

400

800

1084 1200 1450 1600

399

393

387

378

351

198

163

...

…

17.6

17.6

23

25

29.5

29.8

29.9

30.9

31

Copper

384

395

408

422

461

516

516

…

…

AISI H13

459

459

518

587

885

817

861

1982

480

…

…

Copper
AISI H13

8930 8850 8760 8570 8200 7940 7850

7760 7760 7650 7600 7200 7130 7110 7000 6900

Copper

16.7

17.4

18.1

19.4

23.2

25.4

26.4

…

…

AISI H13

10

10.4

11.5

12.1

13.7

14.9

15.5

16.5

17.1

Copper

115

AISI H13

207

31

20

18

16

Copper

100

152

111

97

89

AISI H13
Copper

…
205

186

95
…

1200 1190 1012
0.34

AISI H13 0.288 0.293
Copper

200

735

394
…

0.3

70

0.322 0.392 0.443 0.45 0.459 0.46
…
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Table 3.2

Strain hardening of H13 tool steel at room temperature

Plastic strain
Modulus of strain
hardening (MPa)*

0.003 0.005
70

128

0.03

0.07

0.13

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.80

1.00

225

310

330

375

390

405

430

445

* Strain hardening of H13 tool steel is approximated with that of AISI 410 stainless steel
3.2
3.2.1

Three-dimensional Finite Element Model
Model Description
A 3D thermo-mechanical FE model is developed to simulate a 10-pass LENS™

process for a thin wall, using the commercial program SYSWELD. The model is used to
predict the material temperature distributions and cooling rates at different locations.
Based upon the thermal results, stresses arising during the deposition as well as the final
residual stresses are calculated. Since the results obtained from the thermo-metallurgical
model are used as the input conditions for the mechanical model, the thermometallurgical model is uncoupled from the mechanical model.
Figure 3.1 shows the geometry and finite element mesh used in this study. The
thin wall is developed by depositing 10 single layers of material, each with a length of
10 mm (laser travel direction), a width of 1.0 mm, and a thickness of 0.5 mm (growth
direction), over the surface of a substrate having the geometry of 5  14  5 mm. A fixed
FE mesh is constructed for the substrate and the ten layers of the thin wall. The
deposition area and its nearby surrounding region have a finer mesh (0.1  0.2  0.1 mm)
and the remaining region of the computational domain has a courser mesh with gradual
increment in the element size. When a new layer is being deposited, the elements of that
layer are activated and they remain active for the rest of the simulation. The initial
temperature for a new layer being deposited is set to room temperature (20C).
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Figure 3.1

Geometry and meshing of the thin wall and substrate used for the thermomechanical model

The boundary conditions include convection and radiation heat loss through the
top and side surfaces of the substrate and wall, a prescribed temperature at the bottom
surface of the substrate, and a heat flux on the top surface of the wall due to the incident
laser power. The boundary conditions are updated dynamically as layers are activated and
new sections of the boundary become active. After finishing the deposition of one layer
and before beginning the deposition of next layer, there is a time interval called the idle
time during which the laser/nozzle head is properly positioned according to the scanning
strategy. During this idle time, the laser and powder injection are turned off and the
corresponding heat flux boundary condition is inactive.
In this work, three different scanning speeds (2, 5 and 10 mm/s) and two different
scanning strategies, alternating and unidirectional, are investigated for both the Cu-H13
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and H13-H13 samples. Figure 3.2 shows the schematic illustration of the scanning
strategies. The idle time is kept 0.02 s for the alternating scanning, and 0.2 s for the
unidirectional scanning. For the alternating scanning, the laser/nozzle head needs only Zaxis movement after each pass which is equal to the layer thickness (0.5 mm). On the
other hand, the laser/nozzle head needs both Y-axis and Z-axis movement after each pass
for the unidirectional scanning. Consequently, the required idle time for alternating
scanning is much lower than that for unidirectional scanning.

Figure 3.2
3.2.2

Scanning strategies used in this study, (a) alternating, (b) unidirectional

Heat Transfer Equation
To calculate the temperature distribution, the FE method is used to numerically

solve the following heat conduction equation [32]:



 T

  f i   C p i  t      f i  i  T    Lij Aij  0
 i


 i
 i j

where

is temperature, is time,

specific heat,

is the volume fraction of phase ,

is thermal conductivity,

phase to , and

(3.1)
is density,

is

is the latent heat of the transformation from

is the fraction of phase transformed to per unit time. The

calculation of temperature evolution is fully coupled with the prediction of phase
transformation. The density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat are dependent on
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temperature and material phase. The latent heat effects due to phase changes are modeled
with the specific heat variation.
3.2.3

Metallurgical Transformation Model
The deposited material is considered to be multi-phased with thermal properties

that are weighted according to a linear mixture rule. Volume fractions of phases evolve
with changing temperature according to a semi-empirical Koistinen-Marburger
model [46] in which the phases, austenite, ferrite, martensite, and tempered martensite are
included. The substrate and deposited material are initially modeled as ferritic before
being austenized by the heat source, and the final state includes only retained austenite,
martensite, and tempered martensite. The precipitated portion of martensite after each
thermal cycle is given by [46]



f M i T   f o 1.0  exp  0.011 M S  T  



for T  M S

(3.2)

and the proportion of retained austenite for each thermal cycle is given by

f i T   f o exp  0.011 M S  T   for T  M S
where

and

(3.3)

are respectively the volume fractions of martensite and retained

austenite after cycle ,

is the volume fraction of retained austenite before cycle , and

is the martensite starting temperature.
3.2.4

Heat Input
The laser beam is modeled as a 3D Gaussian distribution of heat flux produced by

a moving heat source having conical shape. Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of the 3D
conical shape Gaussian distribution. During the LENS™ process, part of the energy
generated by the laser beam is lost before being absorbed by the deposited material.
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Unocic et al. [51] reported through measurement that the laser energy transfer efficiency
was within a range of 30–50%. This indicates that more than half of the incident laser
energy is never transferred to the deposited material. Several factors [32] can reduce the
net absorbed laser energy: partial reflection on the deposited metal, absorption by inflight powder, absorption by evaporating metal from the pool, and dependence of the
absorptivity of the material on temperature and laser wavelength. Furthermore, other
complex phenomena occur in the molten pool, such as phase transition (e.g., melting and
evaporation) and Marangoni convection. Due to high reflection on the surface of the Cu
substrate, it is expected the laser energy transfer efficiency to be much lower than that of
steel substrate. In this modeling, the absorbed laser beam power is used and the efficiency
of the laser power is not taken into account.

Figure 3.3

A schematic of the 3D conical shape Gaussian distribution
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The Gaussian distribution of heat flux can be computed according to the formula
[52]:
Qr  2 P

where

 ri 2 H



1 z

  r 2 
exp 1  
H
r 
  i 

is the input energy density (W/mm3),

the initial radius of the laser beam,



(3.4)

the absorbed laser beam power (W),

the maximum depth (

= 0.5 mm),

the current

radius (at the top of the keyhole = 0.5 mm, then it increases up to 1.0 mm), and

the

current depth. The moving heat source is modeled by a user subroutine in SYSWELD
code.
3.2.5

The Dummy Material Method
The model developed for this study uses a fixed mesh for the plate and substrate,

where the elements of the plate are initially inactive and are activated during material
deposition. Two different approaches are available to model material deposit in
SYSWELD. One is activation/deactivation of elements, which uses a formulation to
activate and deactivate the elements; another is dummy material method. In the current
study, dummy material method that uses three different types of materials is employed
for element activation. A graphical representation of the different material types is shown
in the previous chapter (Figure 2.6).
The first material is used for the substrate and the elements of layers that have
already been deposited; this material is assigned the actual thermal and metallurgical
properties of Cu and H13 tool steel. The initial phase for H13 tool steel is assumed to be
ferrite. Austenitization may occur when the temperature exceeds the austenitization
temperature (950C for H13 tool steel). The martensitic and ferritic transformations may
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occur during cooling in the substrate and in the layers that have been deposited,
depending on the cooling rate and temperatures. The second material is used for elements
of layers that have not yet been deposited. These elements are assigned dummy low
values of the thermal properties, which means that the material cannot be heated up,
therefore cannot transform to austenite. No metallurgical properties (phase
transformations) are required for the second material. A third type of material is used for
the elements that are being deposited. These elements are initially in the dummy phase
but they are assigned the actual thermal properties of H13 tool steel so that they can heat
up. Once they reach the austenization temperature, the dummy phase is switched to
austenite and the actual metallurgical behavior (subsequent transformation to martensite
or ferrite) is modeled after that.
3.2.6

Initial and Boundary Conditions
The initial condition in the computational domain is set to a uniform temperature

field ( ).
T ( X , Y , Z , t  0)  T0

(3.5)

An essential boundary condition is imposed on the bottom surface of the substrate, given
by:
T ( X , Y , Z  0)  T0 for t  0

(3.6)

The boundary conditions for all other surfaces take into account both the laser heating
and heat losses due to convection and radiation

k  T  n  |  h T  Ta  |    T 4  Te4  |  Qr | Laser
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(3.7)

where

is the thermal conductivity,

the convective heat transfer coefficient,

is the

ambient temperature around the part, which is considered to be equal to room
temperature, the emissivity of the part surface (
constant (

5.67

box (taken equal to

10

W/m2 K4),

in this work), and

0.8),

the Stefan–Boltzmann

the temperature of the internal wall of the glove
is the heat input from the laser beam, as

shown in Equation 3.4. As new elements are activated, the surfaces exposed to boundary
conditions are updated.
In Equation 3.7, the left hand side of the equality represents the net heat flux into
the deposited material. The first term on the right hand side (RHS) of the equality
represents the heat lost due to convection, while second is the radiation heat loss and the
third is the energy input from the laser beam.
High thermal conductivity of the Cu substrate (Cu-H13 sample) makes it difficult
to increase the temperature of Cu, at the interface of the substrate and the first layer, up to
the melting point. However, this is not the case for the H13 tool steel substrate (H13-H13
sample). As a result different initial and boundary conditions are used for the Cu-H13 and
H13-H13 samples.
In the Cu-H13 sample the substrate is assumed to be initially at a pre-heated
temperature of 800°C, and a fixed temperature boundary condition equal to 600°C is
prescribed at the bottom surface of the substrate during the deposition of first layer. For
the deposition of subsequent layers, the fixed temperature boundary condition is changed
to room temperature. The boundary conditions for all other surfaces take into account
both laser heating and heat losses due to surface convection and radiation. In the
H13-H13 sample the substrate is assumed to be initially at room temperature (no preheating) and a fixed temperature boundary condition equal to the room temperature is
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prescribed at the bottom surface of the substrate during the deposition of all layers. Other
surfaces have the same boundary conditions as the Cu-H13 sample.
3.2.7

Mechanical Model
The predicted thermal history and phase transformations are used as input

conditions for the mechanical analysis. The temperature and metallurgically-dependent
mechanical features of the LENS™ process are calculated in SYSWELD with the use of
a phenomenologically- based constitutive equation of state model developed by LeBlond
[53] to describe the temperature-dependent strain and stress fields that result in processes
involving thermally-driven phase transformation. In this model the total strain (

) is

calculated as:
E t  E e  E thm  E pc  E pt
where
strain,

is the macroscopic elastic strain,

(3.8)

is the macroscopic thermo-metallurgical

is the classical macroscopic plastic strain, and

is the transformation-

induced-plasticity strain. The first three terms on the RHS of Equation 3.8 describe
macroscopic strain fields, while the components of

are defined as micro-strains. The

mechanical model used in this study is the same as the one described in Reference [44].
Rigid displacement fixing conditions are applied at the bottom of the substrate and
parameters corresponding to a Nd:YAG laser are used in the calculation.
The macroscopic elastic strain is related to the stress by Hooke’s law. Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio are taken as temperature dependent and phase dependent
properties. The elastic strains are considered to be isotropic with separate temperature
dependent elastic moduli for each phase present, while simple isotropic strain hardening
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is chosen to describe the plastic zone. The overall yield strength of the material is
determined by a temperature-dependent nonlinear rule of mixtures shown here as:

 y (T )  1  F      y T   F     y T 
where

is the yield strength of the austeno-ferritic mixture,

ferrite mixture,

is the yield strength of the austenite, and

(3.9)

is the proportion of the
is the yield strength of the

ferritic mixture.
The macroscopic thermo-metallurgical strain is attributed to the thermallyactivated expansion and contraction of each phase and the volumetric change resulting
from phase transformation, which can be expressed as:

E thm 



fi Eithm

(3.10)

phases

where
and

represents the temperature-dependent thermal strain of metallurgical phase ,
is the volume fraction of phase . The thermo-metallurgical strain takes into

account the thermal expansion coefficients of the different phases and their dependence
on temperature.
Transformation-induced-plasticity (TRIP) is microscopic plastic strain resulting
from the macroscopic volumetric change included in

. In case of the LENS™

deposited material, H13 tool steel, the initial ferritic material is melted upon exposure to
the heat source so that the TRIP present in the final strain state is related only to
austenite/martensite transformations. In the case of such a two phase material, the TRIP
occurs in the weaker phase, i.e., austenite for H13 tool steel. According to the LeBlond
plasticity model [46, 53, 54], TRIP contributes to the overall plastic strain if the proper
3
Sij Sij ) is greater
yield conditions are met, for example, if the equivalent stress (  eq 
2

than or equal to the combined yield strength (
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) defined in Equation (3.9), then a

homogenous classical plastic strain occurs in both phases (i.e., no TRIP). However, if

 eq   y , then the total plastic strain tensor receives both a classical macroscopic
contribution and one due to TRIP.
The classical macroscopic plastic strain is expressed as the sum of two terms,
proportional to stress variation and temperature variation, respectively. The TRIP strain is
computed from the evolution law [46]:
E pt  

where

3


K h  eq  ln  f  f Sij

y 
2


represents the coefficient of transformation plasticity,

proportion,

the von Mises equivalent stress,

components, and

a correction factor.
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(3.11)

the austenite

the yield stress,

the stress deviator

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1

Thermal Analysis

The input laser power is adjusted for depositing each layer in the cases of three
different scanning speeds (2, 5, and 10 mm/s) so that a steady molten pool size is
obtained for each speed and approximately half of the previous layer (through the
thickness) is melted. Figure 4.1 shows the laser power density in the Cu-H13 (Figure
4.1(a)) and H13-H13 (Figure 4.1(b)) samples for each layer at different scanning speeds.
It can be seen that the laser power required to keep a fairly constant molten pool size
decreases as more layers are deposited, and the rate of decrease is similar for different
scanning speeds. During the deposition of the first layer, high power is needed to
compensate the heat dissipation by the Cu substrate. As more layers are deposited, the
previous layers act as a barrier to heat conduction to the substrate, and less power is
needed for the subsequent layers. It is also observed that the laser power must increase
with scanning speed to maintain a predefined depth of the molten pool (one and half
layers thickness). These findings are consistent with the study of Wang et al. [32].
Another interesting finding is that for same speed and same material sample the laser
power required to maintain an approximately constant molten pool size is the same for
both alternating and unidirectional scanning strategies.
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Figurre 4.1

Preedicted laser power density for steaddy molten poool size durinng each passs
at different
d
scaanning speed
ds and both sscanning straategies (alterrnating and
uniidirectional) for the (a) Cu-H13
C
samp
mple and (b) H
H13-H13 sam
mple

A schemaatic clarificattion for the increase
i
of l aser power w
with scanninng speed is
show
wn in Figure 4.2.
4 As we in
ncrease the scanning
s
speeed from V1 to V2 withoout changingg
the laaser power (Q
Q1), the laseer beam coveers more disttance along tthe layer forr a certain
time gap; that meeans, any poiint on a layeer gets less hheating time and receivess less energyy.
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As a result, we obtain a molten pool with higher surface radius but with lower depth. In
other words, during the deposition of the layer A on the layer B with a scanning speed of
V2 and a laser power of Q1, the molten pool will not sufficiently penetrate into the layer
B. Consequently, there will be a lack of fusion between the two layers, which increases
the possibility of pores and cracks in the final deposited part. One possible way to ensure
proper fusion between layers A and B is to increase the laser power to Q2 at scanning
speed V2.

Figure 4.2

Schematic illustration of the increase of input laser power with scanning
speed
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A comparison of laser power density for the Cu-H13 and H13-H13 samples is
shown in Figure 4.3(a). It is observed that a large amount of laser power is needed for the
first two layers in case of Cu substrate in comparison to the H13 tool steel substrate, and
the difference gradually decreases with subsequent layers. Higher thermal conductivity of
Cu substrate causes rapid heat loss through the substrate, and hence results in higher
power requirement to maintain the steady molten pool size during the deposition of the
first several layers. However, for subsequent layers, the previous layers act as a barrier to
heat conduction to the substrate which, in turn, reduces the difference of required laser
power for Cu-H13 and H13-H13 samples. Figure 4.3(b) shows the variation of laser
power intensity along the direction of laser movement, which provides a means to control
the molten pool size along a layer by regulating the actual laser power.
The actual laser power density is equal to the product of the laser power intensity
and the nominal laser power density (Figure 4.1). A higher power is needed at the
beginning of each pass to compensate the cooling effect during the idle time; whereas, a
lower power is needed at the end of each pass due to the integrated heat built up during
the laser sweep [44].
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Figurre 4.3

(a) Comparativ
ve laser poweer density beetween the C
Cu-H13 and H13-H13
sam
mples during
g each pass at
a the speed oof 2 mm/s foor both scannning
straategies (alterrnating and unidirectiona
u
al) and (b) laaser power iintensity
alo
ong the travel direction in
n each pass

Figure 4.4
4 shows the predicted molten pool siize and shappe as the laseer beam
appro
oaches the ceenter of layeers 2 to 10 in
n the Cu-H133 sample at ddifferent scaanning speedds
for th
he case of altternating scaanning. Simiilar molten ppool sizes annd shapes aree also
obtain
ned for the unidirectiona
u
al scanning. A steady moolten pool siize indicatess relatively
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steady temperature distribution for each pass, which results in uniform phase proportion
and microstructure for the finished part [32]. For a fixed scanning speed the molten pool
size is kept approximately same for each layer. However, with the increase of scanning
speed the pool size increases as, at a higher speed, the laser beam travels more distance
for a certain time interval.

Figure 4.4

Predicted molten pool size and shape as the laser beam approaches the
center of layers 2 to 10 in the Cu-H13 sample for alternating scanning at
the speed of (a) 2 mm/s, (b) 5 mm/s and (c) 10 mm/s
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Figure 4.4 (Continued)
The temperature distributions along the distance from molten pool center for
layer-5 at different scanning speeds and alternating scanning are shown in Figure 4.5.
The nearly same temperatures at the center of the molten pool at different speeds verify
the optimization of input laser power for steady molten pool size. It can be seen that at a
distance away from the molten pool center (in the direction opposite to laser movement)
the temperature is higher for a larger scanning speed, which is due to the fact that for a
fixed travel distance the deposited materials get less cooling time at a larger scanning
speed. Similarly, an increase of the molten pool size with scanning speed is observed.
This finding provides some guidance on the in-situ melt pool close-loop control system in
the LENS™ process. In the current melt pool control system, the approximately constant
melt pool size is predefined and maintained for all process parameters during the
deposition. However, the predefined melt pool size should be increased for higher
scanning speed in order to reduce the risk for the lack of fusion between the adjacent
layers, which is one of the main causes to form porosity in the LENS™ deposited parts.
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Figure 4.5

Predicted temperature distributions along the distance from molten pool
center of layer 5 in the Cu-H13 sample for the alternating scanning at
different speeds

The temperature distribution in the Cu-H13 sample, when the laser beam
approaches the center of the fifth layer, for alternating scanning strategy at the speed of
10 mm/s is shown in Figure 4.6. The previous layers get reheated during the deposition of
subsequent layers. The maximum temperature (2347°C) is located very near to the center
of the molten pool and is considerably higher than the melting temperature of H13 tool
steel (1450°C).
Figure 4.7 shows the thermal cycles at the left free edge of the wall in Cu-H13
sample for alternating (Figure 4.7(a)) and unidirectional (Figure 4.7(b)) scanning at the
speed of 2 mm/s. The peak temperatures indicate that the laser beam passes over or near
the pre-defined location, from initial layer to subsequent layer depositions.
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Figure 4.6

Predicted temperature contours in the Cu-H13 sample when the laser beam
approaches the center of the 5th layer for alternating scanning at the speed
of 10 mm/s
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Figure 4.7

Predicted thermal cycles as a function of time at the left free edge of the
wall in Cu-H13 sample for different scanning strategies at the speed of 2
mm/s, (a) alternating and (b) unidirectional

The predicted high peak temperatures (3000 ± 200°C) for the first two layers in
the Cu-H13 sample (Figure 4.7) are related to the high input laser power as described
earlier and shown in Figure 4.3(a). The rate of increase in temperature with input laser
power is much higher for a deposited layer (H13 tool steel) than for the substrate (Cu),
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and hence the peak temperature at any point on the first two layers is comparably higher
than the other layers.
The initial peak temperature at the left free edge of the first layer is about 3200°C,
which cools down rapidly to below 100°C at t = 5 s (Figure 4.7). This high cooling rate
results in a high strength, martensitic microstructure with minimum retained austenite
during the solidification process in the initial thermal cycle of the first pass. The next few
subsequent passes reheat the previous layers to above the martensite starting temperature
(Ms = 285°C for H13 tool steel [1]), which results in the tempered martensite
transformation. After each deposition pass, the part cools down, but it receives an
integrated heat, which can affect the material properties including residual stress and
mechanical strength due to tempering or aging effects [32]. For the unidirectional
scanning strategy (Figure 3.2(b)) any point on a deposited layer repeatedly gets the same
time span for cooling before it gets reheated. In contrast, this time span is not always the
same for the alternating scanning strategy (Figure 3.2(a)) since some of the deposited
material elements get quickly reheated during the subsequent pass.
4.2

Mechanical Analysis

The mechanical analysis is decoupled from the thermal analysis. The temperature
history and the phase transformation in the deposited part obtained from the thermal
analysis are used as input conditions for the mechanical analysis. During the laser
deposition the material is subjected to inhomogeneous thermal expansion and contraction
that causes specific distributions of the active stresses [5]. After the part cools down to
room temperature the inhomogeneous temperatures disappear and so does the elastic
thermal stress. The stresses that remain are residual stresses. In lack of available
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experimental data with H13 tool steel, some of the modeling results will be qualitatively
compared with the previous researches conducted by Rangaswamy et al. [9] on AISI 316
LENS™ plates and Pratt et al. [36] on AISI 410 LENS™ plates.
Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of the predicted Z-component of residual stress
in the Cu-H13 sample for alternating (Figure 4.8(a)) and unidirectional (Figure 4.8(b))
scanning at the speed of 2 mm/s after the deposited part has cooled to room temperature.
It can be observed that the stress concentration is higher at a region near to the free edges
of the first four layers. For the alternating scanning, a rather symmetric stress distribution
is noticed about a vertical center line. However, for the unidirectional scanning, the left
free edge of the part shows higher tensile stress than the right free edge.
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Figure 4.8

Predicted residual Stress (Z) contours in the Cu-H13 sample for (a)
alternating and (b) unidirectional scanning at the speed of 2 mm/s

A similar trend was also found the in the study of Reference [44], where the part
was deposited using the unidirectional scanning strategy. In the unidirectional scanning
each layer is deposited from left to right, and this could be a reason behind higher tensile
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stress at the left edge. The predicted Z-component of the residual stress is found to be
greater than the other components, which is consistent with the experimental
investigation performed by Pratt et al. [36] on AISI 410 LENS™ plates.
The predicted Z-component of residual stress for alternating scanning at different
speeds along the interface (between the substrate and the first layer) and the second layer
are shown in Figure 4.9(a) and Figure 4.9(b), respectively. Optimization of the input laser
power for steady molten pool size results in an approximately similar temperature
distribution and, in turn, a similar residual stress distribution in the final part for different
scanning speeds. It is noted that higher fluctuation of the residual stress at the left side of
the sample is obtained when the scanning speed increases, as shown in Figure 4.9(a). The
distribution of the residual stress along the laser travel direction is not symmetric
although the alternating scanning strategy is used. The reason may be attributed to the
complex heating and cooling cycles experienced in the part during the deposition process.
Figure 4.10 shows the predicted Y-component of residual stress for alternating
scanning at different speeds along the interface (between the substrate and the first layer)
and the second layer. The average value of the Y-components of residual stresses is lower
than that of the Z-components. At higher scanning speed the Y-components of stress near
the left edge fluctuate in fashion similar to the Z-components, as shown in Figure 4.9(a).
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Figure 4.9

Predicted Z-component of residual stress (Z) in the Cu-H13 sample for
alternating scanning at different speeds, (a) along the interface between the
substrate and the first layer and (b) along the 2nd layer

The predicted residual shear stresses in the YZ plane (YZ) along the second layer
of Cu-H13 sample for alternating scanning at different speeds are shown in Figure 4.11.
The average value of shear stresses in the YZ plane (YZ) is also much lower than that of
the Z-component residual stresses, and no specific trend is observed in the distributions
of these shear stresses (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.10

Predicted Y-component of residual stress (Y) in the Cu-H13 sample for
alternating scanning at different speeds, (a) along the interface between the
substrate and the first layer and (b) along the 2nd layer

Figure 4.12 shows comparative stress distributions for Cu-H13 and H13-H13
samples along the interface between the substrate and the first layer for alternating
scanning at the speed of 2 mm/s. The residual stress value, at a region near to the free
edges, is observed to be significantly higher in the H13-H13 sample.
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Figurre 4.11

Preedicted resid
dual shear strress in the Y
YZ plane (YZZ) along the 2nd layer off
Cu-H13 samplee for alternating scanninng at differennt speeds
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n of the first layer,
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to or aabove the maartensite starrting
temperature of H13
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hrough the Cu
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Figure 4.12

Comparative predicted residual stress (z) in the Cu-H13 and H13-H13
samples along the interface between the substrate and the first layer for
alternating scanning at the speed of 2 mm/s

The residual stress distributions along a vertical line at the left free end for CuH13 and H13-H13 samples are shown in Figure 4.13(a) and Figure 4.13(b), respectively.
It can be seen that the residual stress is mainly tensile at the left free edge having about
zero value at the top free end (top surface of the wall), and is increasing toward the
substrate. In case of stress distributions along a horizontal line, the Z-component stress is
found to be compressive near the center and tensile at the left and right free edges (Figure
4.9(b)). These findings are in good agreement with the experimental results reported in
Reference [9, 36].
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Figure 4.13

Predicted residual stress (z) for different scanning strategies at the speed
of 2 mm/s along a vertical line at the left free end for different material
samples, (a) Cu-H13 and (b) H13-H13

At some distance away from the top free end, higher value of residual stresses are
obtained for the unidirectional scanning strategy in comparison to the alternating
scanning strategy (Figure 4.13). The left end is always a starting free edge for
unidirectional scanning, whereas, for alternating scanning the starting free edge alters
between the left and right boundaries after each pass. As a result, in case of the
alternating scanning strategy the deposited materials at and near the left boundary
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experience completely different heating and cooling cycles from the unidirectional
scanning strategy. These differences might cause some variations during the
metallurgical changes of the deposited materials and could be an important reason behind
the higher residual stresses for unidirectional scanning strategy.
A qualitative comparison between the simulated residual stress distributions in the
H13-H13 sample, for alternating scanning at the speed of 2 mm/s, and the experimental
results on AISI 316 LENS™ plates [9] is shown in Figure 4.14. It is worth mentioning
that the measurements were performed on a wall with different geometry (25.4  1.5  90
mm) and material (stainless steel AISI 316).

Figure 4.14

Qualitative comparison of the simulated residual stresses in the H13-H13
sample for alternating scanning strategy with the published experimental
results for AISI 316 LENS™ plates [9].

Five data points from the experiment are considered in order to compare the trend
of residual stress distributions as well as the stress values at the left and right free edges.
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Both simulated and experimental results show that the residual stress (z) is tensile near
the free edges and compressive near the center. In spite of the material and geometric
dissimilarities, the simulated tensile stress values at the free edges closely approximate
the experimental values obtained for AISI 316 LENS™ plates.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Tool steel is a widely used mold material due to its favorable mechanical
properties, but the thermal conductivity limits the mold cooling rate and increases the
cycle time. Direct metal deposition (DMD) processes, such as Laser Engineered Net
Shaping (LENS™), offer several advantages that make them well suited to fabricate steel
molds with Cu cores. LENS™ is a solid free form fabrication process capable of
producing fully dense 3D complex shapes directly from a computer aided design (CAD)
drawing. The tool and die industry would like to exploit the LENS™ process for
producing steel–copper functionally graded conformable cooling channels to improve die
thermal management and ultimately increase productivity.
Attempts to deposit copper onto tool steel using the LENS™ process have been
limited in their success primarily due to solidification cracking. Copper has been shown
by several researchers to promote solidification cracking/hot cracking in steel. The main
cause of the cracking formation is attributed to the residual stress accumulation, which
depends on the thermal history and phase transformation during the deposition. Due to
the complexity in the thermal-metallurgical behavior during the LENS™ deposition of
bimetallic (steel-copper) parts, the relation between the process parameters and the final
form mechanical properties are not yet fully understood.
A thorough review of the published literature on LENS™ process as well as other
laser deposition techniques was performed here and the major findings were reported.
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Then a study was presented in which a 3D thermo-mechanical FE model was developed
to simulate a 10-pass LENS™ deposition of H13 tool steel powder on a solid Cu
substrate (Cu-H13 sample), using the SYSWELD software package. In parallel to the CuH13 sample, the same model was also applied to a H13-H13 sample (H13 tool steel
powder deposited on a solid H13 tool steel substrate) to compare and verify the results.
The input laser power was optimized for each layer, considering three different scanning
speeds and two different scanning strategies, to maintain a steady molten pool size and a
fixed pool depth of one and half layers thickness. This resulted in similar temperature
distributions, and hence similar stress distributions, for all three scanning speeds. The
temperature history and the phase transformation results obtained from the thermal
analysis were used as the input conditions for the mechanical analysis.
The laser power requirements for steady molten pool size were the same for both
alternative and unidirectional scanning strategies. While increasing the scanning speed
the input laser power was increased in order to maintain a predefined molten pool depth
(one and half layers thickness), which was necessary for proper fusion at the interface of
two adjacent layers. During the deposition of the first several layers the required input
laser power density was significantly higher for the Cu-H13 sample than for the H13-H13
sample due to the high heat conduction rate through the Cu substrate, and this difference
gradually disappeared with the addition of more layers.
The Z-component (growth direction) of the residual stresses was found to be
greater than the other components, and was compressive near the center of the wall and
tensile near the left and right free edges. This trend was consistent with the experimental
data reported in the literature. The stress accumulation, especially near the left and right
free edges, was found to be higher for H13-H13 sample than that for Cu-H13 sample. A
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qualitative comparison, between the simulated stress results for H13-H13 sample and the
measured stresses for AISI 316 LENS™ plates, showed a good agreement in terms of the
stress distributions as well as stress values at the left and right free edges.
These findings suggest that the Cu-H13 sample is a better choice with lower
values of accumulated residual stresses than the H13-H13 sample. However, the
predicted stress levels in the Cu-H13 sample are still significantly high, especially near
the left and right free edges of the wall. As a result, these regions are susceptible to
cracks and improper bonding between two deposited layers as well as the Cu substrate
and the first layer. The alternating scanning strategy serves well than the unidirectional
scanning strategy as the former one produces lower stress values (predicted) in the CuH13 and H13-H13 samples. The similar stress distributions for all three scanning speeds
(2, 5 and 10 mm/s), due to the adjustment of required laser power for steady molten pool
size with predefined pool depth, make it difficult to choose the best one among them.
The unavailability of any prior works, numerical or experimental, on LENS™
deposited bimetallic materials has presented some limitations, in terms of model
validation, in this study. However, this work may provide a foundation for future studies,
especially for relevant experiments. The process parameters described in this work can be
used to produce material samples, using the LENS™ technique, involving Cu and H13
tool steel for experimental investigations. Future studies also need to include more
complex geometry, such as side-by-side layers and circular shaped layers.
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